ECCJ Holds Energy Conservation Workshop (BEC ID7) for Indonesia
[Summary of the Project and the Activities]
Entrusted by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI), the Energy Conservation
Center, Japan (ECCJ) invited 13 responsible persons from public and private sectors in Indonesia
including the Ministry of Industry (MOI) and the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources
(MEMR) and implemented the BEC ID7 workshop on the energy conservation cooperation project
for the period from November 14 through 18 in Tokyo. The project consisted of the following three
programs.
(1) Dissemination of showcase energy management system based on the ISO50001 to establish
by the cooperating factories (nine factories in five sub-industries and one group company) and
of best practices of effective energy conservation measures through implementation of
improvements identified.
(2) Preparing proposals concerning improvement in the enhancing energy management
regulation and on the design of support system for energy conservation promotion by MEMR
with the cooperation from the Ministry of Finance (MOF)
(3) Forming ESCO pilot projects with the cases derived from (1) above (this contributes to the
establishment of ESCO promotion policy scheme and improving capacity of the leading
practitioners)
In the workshop, the outcomes of the past efforts were confirmed and the future action plan for
each organization to implement was formulated. The project is steadily progressing.

Group discussion

Indonesian Participants and Japanese advisers
Discussion with Japanese advisers

Exchange meetings with Japanese Companies

Presentation of the action plan

This was the fourth workshop in Japan for us to implement the cooperation project for energy
conservation in industry by accepting representatives from the Indonesian industrial sector.
Achievements of the workshop are summarized below.
(1) For the cooperating companies from the steel, paper, textile, cement and food industries, we
created a template of the “Report” to integrate necessary information and data used to
disseminate the showcase energy management system (EnMS) and effective energy
conservation measures that have been identified and implemented. The cooperating companies
will summarize the established EnMS and best practices of energy conservation as a “Report”.
Moreover, the participants developed the plan of the measures and systems to disseminate them.
(2) Referring to the standards of judgement of the Energy Conservation Act of Japan, MEMR has
developed the plan both to set rules stipulating the obligation to establish energy conservation
guidelines, targets and energy management standard and to study the support system for energy
conservation promotion with the cooperation from the MOF.
(3) The workshop realized an good exchange with the four Japanese companies that showed
keen interest in proposing projects out of the energy conservation measures with a large
potentiality of dissemination established by the cooperating companies in the program (1) above.
Further positive effect is expected through concrete proposals and their implementation by the
four companies, which will lead to the program (3) above.
We took a steady step forward for a great achievement through implementing this workshop.

